WHAT DO YOU MEME?

Creator of Adult Party Games EVERYONE is Talking About!
What Do You Meme?®

- MSRP/MAP: $29.99
- Item #: WDYM100
- UPC: 860649000300
- Case Pack: 8

- The new adult party game everyone’s talking about!
- WARNING: NOT intended for children
- Core game includes 360 caption cards, 75 photo cards
- Printed on premium playing cards; includes easel and bonus rules

What Do You Meme?® Basic Expansion Pack

- MSRP/MAP: $9.99
- Item #: BP204
- UPC: 860649000348
- Case Pack: 8

- 50 caption cards & 15 photo cards to be added to the core game.
- *Requires What Do You Meme?® core game to play.

What Do You Meme?® Expansion Pack #1

- MSRP/MAP: $11.99
- Item #: EXPK300
- UPC: 860649000362
- Case Pack: 8

- 90 caption cards & 25 photo cards to be added to the core game.
- *Requires What Do You Meme?® core game to play.

What Do You Meme?® Expansion Pack #2

- MSRP/MAP: $11.99
- Item #: EXPK301
- UPC: 810816030159
- Case Pack: 8

- 90 caption cards and 25 photo cards to be added to the core game.
- *Requires What Do You Meme?® core game to play.

What Do You Meme?® Stoner Expansion Pack

- MSRP/MAP: $9.99
- Item #: SP201
- UPC: 860649000355
- Case Pack: 8

- 50 caption cards & 15 photo cards to be added to the core game.
- *Requires What Do You Meme?® core game to play.

What Do You Meme?® NSFW Expansion Deck

- MSRP/MAP: $9.99
- Item #: EXPK304
- UPC: 810816030340
- Case Pack: 8

- Our raunchiest, most disgusting expansion pack yet.
- 90 brand new ADULT caption cards to be added to core game.
- *Required What Do You Meme?® core game to play.

* Cover art subject to change.
What Do You Meme?®
The Office Expansion Pack
- MSRP/MAP: $12.99
- Item #: EXPK305
- UPC: 810816030494
- Case Pack: 8
Our most requested expansion pack ever!
Now the most memed TV show ever is a WDYM expansion!
Meme Michael, Dwight, Jim, Pam, Andy and all your faves.
Perfect for Dunder Mifflin fans of all ages.
Includes: 50 image cards, 50 caption cards.
Age 17+

What Do You Meme?®
SpongeBob™ Expansion Pack
- MSRP/MAP: $12.99
- Item #: EXPK306
- UPC: 810816030609
- Case Pack: 8
Celebrating Spongebob’s 20th anniversary!
Now you can meme Spongebob, Patrick, Squidward and all your faves.
Hilarious Spongebob-themed captions.
Fun for the whole family with family-friendly content.
Includes: 75 image cards, 25 caption cards.
Age 12+

What Do You Meme?®
“Game of Thrones®” Photo Expansion Pack
- MSRP/MAP: $12.99
- Item #: GOT202
- UPC: 860649000379
- Case Pack: 8
75 photo cards.
*Requires What Do You Meme?® core game to play.

What Do You Meme?®
“The Real Housewives®” Expansion Pack
- MSRP/MAP: $12.99
- Item #: RLHW205
- UPC: 810816030043
- Case Pack: 8
50 caption cards & 15 photo cards to be added to the core game.
*Requires What Do You Meme?® core game to play.

What Do You Meme?®
Rick & Morty Expansion Pack
- MSRP/MAP: $12.99
- Item #: RM206
- UPC: 810816030081
- Case Pack: 8
Wubba lubba dub dub!
Get Schwifty while meme-ing Rick and Morty in this new expansion pack!
Your chance to meme Rick, Morty, Pickle Rick, Beth and more!
75 photo cards & 30 caption cards
Requires What Do You Meme?® core game to play.

What Do You Meme?®
Mean Girls Expansion Pack
- MSRP/MAP: $12.99
- Item #: MG203
- UPC: 860649000386
- Case Pack: 8
We made fetch happen with the groolest expansion pack yet!
Your chance to meme Cady, The Plastics, Janice, and more!
The limit of memes doesn’t exist!
50 photo cards & 50 caption cards to be added to the core game.
Requires What Do You Meme?® core game to play.

* Cover art subject to change.
Incohearent™
- MSRP/MAP: $19.99
- Item #: ICH413
- UPC: 810816030333
- Case Pack: 8
- A brand NEW adult party game that will get you talking!
- 3 categories of play: Pop Culture, Kinky, Partaay.
- Contains 500 cards + sand timer + bonus rules

Available 3/1/2020

New Phone, Who Dis?
- MSRP/MAP: $19.99
- Item #: NPW411
- UPC: 810816030302
- Case Pack: 8
- Phones down, cards up!
- The 100% offline text message party game!
- Compete to create the funniest sent + received text message thread.
- Contains 500 cards

Available 3/1/2020

Do You Know Me™?
- MSRP/MAP: $19.99
- Item #: DYKM412
- UPC: 810816030357
- Case Pack: 8
- Think you know your friends? Think again!
- Players take turns in the hot seat reading hilarious yes-no questions about themselves.
- Great for friend groups, families, relationships/dating, team bonding, and many more.
- Contains: 540 cards (450 question cards, 45 “yes” voting cards, 45 “no” voting cards), instructions

Available 3/1/2020

New Phone, Who Dis? Expansion Pack #1
- MSRP/MAP: $12.99
- Item #: NPWDEXP300
- UPC: 810816030661
- Case Pack: 8
- The first expansion pack to our top selling New Phone, Who Dis game!
- Includes 180 new cards.
- Requires New Phone, Who Dis core game to play.

Available 3/1/2020

Do You Know Me™? Expansion Pack #1
- MSRP/MAP: $12.99
- Item #: DYKMEXP300
- UPC: 810816030623
- Case Pack: 8
- The first expansion pack to our Do You Know Me game!
- Includes 180 new cards.
- Requires Do You Know Me core game to play.

Available 3/1/2020

Incohearent™ Expansion Pack #1
- MSRP/MAP: $12.99
- Item #: ICHEXP300
- UPC: 810816030647
- Case Pack: 8
- The first expansion pack to our Incohearent core game!
- Includes 180 new cards.
- Requires Incohearent core game to play.

Available 3/1/2020

* Cover art subject to change.
Buzzed™
• MSRP/MAP: $19.99
• Item #: WSTD415
• UPC: 810816030471
• Case Pack: 8
• The game that gets you and your friends tipsy!
• Playing is easy - draw a card from the deck, read it out loud and if it applies, you drink.
• Some cards are for one player, some for multiple.
• Contains 180 cards
• Drinking game designed for ages 21+. Play and drink responsibly!

Buzzed™ First Expansion Pack
• MSRP/MAP: $19.99
• Item #: WSTD417
• UPC: 810816030425
• Case Pack: 8
• First expansion pack for Buzzed! Same easy rules, all new cards to compete and confess with.
• Playing is easy - draw a card from the deck, read it out loud and if it applies, you drink.
• Contains 180 cards
• Drinking game designed for ages 21+. Play and drink responsibly!

For The Girls
• MSRP/MAP: $24.99
• Item #: FTG403
• UPC: 810816030142
• Case Pack: 8
• The new “GIRLS-ONLY” adult party game by the creator of What Do You Meme?
• Contains 100 ‘Truth of Dare’ cards, 100 ‘Never Have I Ever’ cards, 100 ‘Rapid Fire’ cards, 100 ‘Best of the Best’ card, 100 ‘Most Likely To’ cards, and one beautifully cubed die.
• Warning: NOT intended for children.

For The Girls Expansion Pack #1
• MSRP/MAP: $14.99
• Item #: FTGEXP300
• UPC: 810816030654
• Case Pack: 8
• The first expansion pack to our girl’s night best seller For The Girls!
• Includes 180 new cards.
• Requires For The Girls core game to play

Ganjaland™
• MSRP/MAP: $29.99
• Item #: LT-BDGM-GILD
• UPC: 633711387704
• Case Pack: 24/Inner 6
• Ganjaland is the weed-centric remix of classic favorite, Candyland. Pull a card from the deck and get ready for epic weed adventure!
• Contains 8 character pieces, a beautiful illustrated game board, 157 cards, notepad, 2 pencils, instructions manual, cannabis crown and 5 photo props.
• Ages 21+. Because ganja is for grownups.

Ducking High™
• MSRP/MAP: $19.99
• Item #: HIGH420
• UPC: 810816030449
• Case Pack: 8
• The game that’s a stoner’s best friend! To play, simply draw a card and answer the question as creatively as possible - best answer wins. With Mind Fuck cards, just soak in the high-deas.
• Contains 225 cards and instructions
• Designed for ages 21+
• Play and take responsibly!

*Cover art subject to change.*
I Wish I Didn’t Know
- MSRP/MAP: $19.99
- Item #: IWID424
- UPC: 810816030692
- Case Pack: 8
- The filthy trivia game with facts you wish you could forget!
- Multiple categories, including sex, relationships, food, slang, all things gross, and much more
- After playing, we guarantee you’ll be saying “I Wish I Didn’t Know”
- Includes: 500 Trivia cards, Instructions.
Ages 17+

Comment Below
- MSRP/MAP: $24.99
- Item #: CB425
- UPC: 810816030784
- Case Pack: 8
- The Party Game Where Everyone is an Internet Troll
- Players compete to match their funniest comment card to an absurd social media status
- Includes 75 Profile Cards, 150 Status cards, 300 Comment cards, Easel. Ages 17+ core game to play.

What Do You Meme®
TikTok Meme Game
- MSRP/MAP: $24.99
- Item #: TTG418
- UPC: 810816030579
- Case Pack: 8
- What Do You Meme® — with a TikTok twist.
- Our bestselling game reimagined.
- With your favorite TikTok stars and jokes.
- Compete to make the funniest TikTok memes!
- Includes: 360 Caption cards, 75 Image cards, Sexy easel and Instructions.
Ages 17+

“Over-Rated”
- MSRP/MAP: $19.99
- Item #: RR400
- UPC: 810816030678
- Case Pack: 8
- NEW party game where players submit hilarious reviews for absurd locations.
- Example locations include “my Grandma’s House” or “The United States”.
- The rotating judge draws a Destination card and reads the prompt out loud.
- Players compete, submitting their funniest Review card to impress the judge and win!
- Includes: 100 “Destination” cards, 400 “Review cards”, Instructions. Ages 17+

Slide in the DM’s
- MSRP/MAP: $19.99
- Item #: DM419
- UPC: 810816030593
- Case Pack: 8
- Think your DM game is smooth?
- Find out in this hilarious game!
- Pair your funniest reply card with the judge’s DM card.
- To create the most hysterical DM!
- Ages 17+

Filthy Fortunes
- MSRP/MAP: $19.99
- Item #: FC503
- UPC: 810816030586
- Case Pack: 8
- Your fortune says you need this game!
- The rotating judge reads an incomplete fortune
- Compete with friends to create the funniest ending. Using your dealt Ending cards.
- Includes: 100 Fortune cards, 350 Ending cards and Instructions. Ages 17+
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Fill In The Blanks
- MSRP/MAP: $19.99
- Item #: RBTL421
- UPC: 810816030616
- Case Pack: 4
- Choose a story card and get ready to play!
- The judge reads the story with missing parts.
- Write down a word to fill in the blanks.
- Judge chooses their favorites and re-reads the story!
- Includes: 150 story cards, 300 write-in papers, 6 pencils and Instructions. Ages 12+

Silly Poopie’s Hide & Seek
- MSRP/MAP: $12.99
- Item #: SPHS501
- UPC: 810816030524
- Case Pack: 4
- Hide me, find me, I give clues!
- Electronic Talking Poopie plays hide * seek.
- Poopie make funny sounds to help kids find him.
- Hear Silly Poopie’s song after he’s found.
- 2 or more players, Requires 2 ‘AA’ batteries (included), Ages 3+

All of Us
- MSRP/MAP: $17.99
- Item #: GG424
- UPC: 810816030753
- Case Pack: 4
- This rapid fire trivia game encourages all ages to play together with mixed-generation teams
- Earn points by answering questions about things relevant to your generation
- Earn extra points for answering questions about things relevant to other
- Twists include Time Travel Cards & Wild Cards
- 2 or more players, Includes: 600 Trivia cards (3,000 questions), 100 Time Travel cards (100 questions), 10 wild cards, 20 scoring cards, 30 second timer. Ages 8+

Available 7/1/2020
Fill In The Blanks
Available 6/1/2020
Silly Poopie’s Hide & Seek
Available 6/1/2020
All of Us

What Do You Meme?® Doubles
- MSRP/MAP: $19.99
- Item #: DBL410
- UPC: 810816030265
- Case Pack: 4
- Think fast, roll faster!
- A fast-paced, action-packed game for the whole family.
- Players compete to fill out the category sheet before your opponents roll doubles and steal the board from you!
- Contains: 2 game boards, 6 category sheets, 100 write-in sheets, 4 dice, 8 multicolored pens, 1 score sheet, and instructions.

What Do You Meme?® The New Yorker
- MSRP/MAP: $29.99
- Item #: NYC409
- UPC: 810816030289
- Case Pack: 8
- “It’s like they took the Caption Contest in the back of the New Yorker Magazine and turned it into a hilarious game for all ages!”
- How witty can you get?
- Contains: 250 Official New Yorker Magazine Cartoons, 6 pencils, 1 custom easel, 300 write-in sheets, and instructions.

What Do You Meme® 4 Bidden Words
- MSRP/MAP: $24.99
- Item #: 4BW402
- UPC: 810816030135
- Case Pack: 8
- A NEW adult party game by the creators of What Do You Meme®
- Compete with friends & family to out-guess the other teams.
- Contains 600 Buzz Words, 2,400 4-Bidden Words, 8 penalty chips, and a super high-tech sand timer
- Warning: NOT intended for children.
The best seller NOW for families!

What Do You Meme?®
Family Edition

- MSRP/MAP: $19.99
- Item #: WDYM109
- UPC: 810816030456
- Case Pack: 4

- The Best Seller now for families!
- Fun, family-friendly content for game time.
- Match captions to photos to make the funniest MEME.
- Everyone gets to be the judge.
- Includes: 300 caption cards, 65 photo cards, Easel and Reusable storage box. Ages 8+

* Cover art subject to change.